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WHAT HAPPENED IN CRYPTO LAST WEEK

As we get into the final two months of the year, a brief
recap of the robust financial markets we have
experienced, with crypto topping the charts. At this time,
in order of performance, the S&P is up over 25%, the
NASDAQ is up almost 24% and the Dow is up almost
19% on the year.
However, the performance of Bitcoin and other
cryptocurrencies has blown these gains out of the water.
Bitcoin is up over 120% on a year-to-date basis and
currently

trading

near

all-time

highs

again

over

US$66,000. Ether is up almost 525%, trading at all-time
highs over US$4,800.
The total market capitalization of cryptocurrencies
globally soared last week to over US$3T this morning.
Happy Monday Bitvo Traders!

ALTCOIN HEADLINES

Buyer Beware

NFT Update

XRP Wrapped for Christmas

In a cautionary tale on MemeCoins (or meme

Director and screenwriter Quentin Tarantino

Wrapped XRP (wXRP) is said to join the

anything for that matter), the Binance Smart

announced his intentions to sell NFTs of

Ethereum blockchain next month as a move

Chain-based SQUID token, inspired by

seven original scenes from his film Pulp

meant to enable XRP holders to interact with

Netflix show “Squid Game”, gained and then

Fiction, which will include digitized excerpts

certain aspects of decentralized finance.

lost 6,500,000% from its late-October launch

from the original film script and audio

to last week when traders realized they were

commentary. The NFTs will be auctioned off

unable to sell the token through an “anti-

on OpenSea and minted on the Secret

dump” mechanism.

Network.

Trade More Alts Today
have

There was a continued uptick last week in

allegedly liquidated their shares, making off

NFT holder count despite slowing sales count

Interested in trading altcoins not offered on

with an estimated US$2.1M in an apparent

and volume. Holders grew from 601,000 to

Bitvo? Fund your Bitvo account, purchase

scam.

over 627,000 or 4% growth week-over-week.

BTC or ETH and then transfer it to a platform

The

coin’s

anonymous

creators

offering the desired token.

NEWSWORTHY BITS

Pay Me in Bitcoin!

The Bitcoin Benefit

Mayoral Race

Green Bay Packers quarterback Aaron

Additionally, Miami mayor Francis

After becoming the first country to

Rogers announced he will be

Suarez stated in a Twitter post that he

adopt Bitcoin as a legal tender back in

partnering with Cash App to take a

will be accepting his next pay “100% in

September, El Salvador is embarking

portion of his salary in Bitcoin. In a

Bitcoin.”

on yet another Bitcoin-related project.

“[believes] in Bitcoin & the future is

Not to be outdone, newly elected New

According to the President, Nayib

bright.”

York City mayor Eric Adams

Bukele, profits from the state’s Bitcoin

recent tweet of his he said that he

announced he will take his first three

Trust account will be put towards the

Additionally, Rogers committed to

paychecks in Bitcoin. He said, "In New

construction of 20 new schools. The

giving out US$1M in Bitcoin to his fans.

York, we always go big, so I'm going to

President’s spokesperson stated that

take my first THREE paychecks in

no Salvadoran taxes will be touched

Bitcoin when I become mayor. NYC is

for this new project, adding that these

going to be the center of the

profits are going towards benefiting

cryptocurrency industry and other fast-

the citizens of El Salvador.

growing, innovative industries!"

Bitcoin Miners Haul

Taproot Reminder

Bitcoin miners hauled in US$1.72B in

A reminder that Bitcoin is expected to

revenue during October, the second-

undergo a significant soft fork upgrade,

highest monthly earnings ever behind

known as Taproot, on November 14th

US$1.75B reported in May 2021. Likely

(block height 709,632).

bolstering the October figure was
This upgrade will bring new features

US$66,900 on the back of the launch of

that improve Bitcoin’s smart contract

Bitcoin's first U.S.-listed ETF. The vast

capabilities, multi-sig transaction

majority of the revenue came in block

efficiency, and network privacy.

represented only 1.62% of the total
monthly revenue.

Have a question? Want to make a
suggestion to improve your trading
experience?
We’re here to help 24/7. Get in touch
today:

Bitcoin’s rise to a new all-time high of

subsidies, while transaction fees
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BITVO’S CRYPTO TECHNICAL ANALYSIS SCORE

For more technical analysis
scores and indicators, sign
in to your Bitvo account at
www.bitvo.com
Contact us to start trading!
support@bitvo.com
1-833-862-4886

Disclaimer
The information contained in this report has been compiled by Bitvo Inc. (“Bitvo”) from sources believed to be reliable, but no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made by Bitvo, its affiliates or any other person as
to its accuracy, completeness or correctness. All opinions and estimates contained in this report constitute Bitvo’s judgement as of the date of this report, are subject to change without notice and are provided in good faith but
without legal responsibility. Nothing in this report constitutes legal, accounting or tax advice or individually tailored investment advice. This material is prepared for general circulation to clients and has been prepared without
regard to the individual financial circumstances and objectives of persons who receive it. The Bull and Bear symbols represent relatively favourable or unfavourable technical indicators, respectively, and the presence or absence
of these symbols and any language pertaining to these symbols does not represent any advice, representation or guidance from Bitvo as to whether you should buy, sell or hold any cryptocurrency. The cryptocurrencies or
services contained in this report may not be suitable for you and it is recommended that you consult an independent advisor if you are in doubt about the suitability of such cryptocurrencies or services. This report is not an offer
to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any securities. Past performance is not a guide to future performance, future returns are not guaranteed, and a loss of original capital may occur. The cryptocurrency market is volatile
and rapidly changing and, as a result, the latest published reports available to clients may not reflect recent material changes. Bitvo reports are current only as of the date set forth on the reports. This report is not, and under no
circumstances should be construed as, a solicitation to act as securities broker or dealer in any jurisdiction by any person or company that is not legally permitted to carry on the business of a securities broker or dealer in that
jurisdiction. To the full extent permitted by law neither Bitvo nor any of its affiliates, nor any other person, accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss arising from any use of this report or the information
contained herein. No matter contained in this document may be reproduced or copied by any means without the prior consent of Bitvo. The technical analysis score, technical indicators and other data and information contained
on the above technical analysis have been compiled and prepared by Bitvo from sources believed to be reliable, but no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made by Bitvo, its affiliates or any other person as to
their accuracy, completeness or correctness. This information is not an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any securities. To the full extent permitted by law, neither Bitvo nor any of its affiliates, nor any other person,
accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss or damages arising from any use of this technical analysis or the information contained herein.

